HDb2600 Series
Scalable 1080p Encoder/ RF Modulator

For organizations looking for cost-effective HD encoding the HDBridge 2600 Series is the perfect fit. Choose from two or four channels models that allow you to deliver HD video up to 1080p resolution to an unlimited number of displays over almost any distance.

The HDBridge 2600 series converts high definition AV sources into an RF signal received a television's QAM (NA/DT models) or DVB-T/C (EU models) digital tuner over coax cable. With its high 45 dBmv RF output, you can send your content to an unlimited number of displays over nearly any distance.

MODELS:

HDb2620-NA
2 DIN inputs for up to 1080i/1080p component/VGA

HDb2640-NA
4 DIN inputs for up to 1080i/1080p component/VGA

HDb2640-DT*
2 DIN inputs for up to 1080i/1080p component/VGA

HDb2640-DT*
4 DIN inputs for up to 1080i/1080p component/VGA

* Includes 4 3-foot DIN to Mini-DIN cables for use with DirecTV H25 receivers, rack ears and power cord. 6-foot DIN to Mini-DIN and VGA cables sold separately.

Superior Video Quality
• Full MPEG-2 implementation
• I, P, and B Frames
• Low latency
• Full motion estimation with a wide search range

Extensible Architecture
• Easy downloadable firmware updates
• Future enhancements provided regularly
• Emergency Alert System [EAS]

High Reliability
• Low-stress power system
• Full system instrumentation and monitoring
• Official international regulatory approval
• Forced air cooling for effective thermal control

Ease of Management
• Powerful, highly intuitive web interface
• On-site or remote management
• Configure/manage multiple units from
• Front Panel Display for local management

HDb2600 Series Web-based Administration Interface
ZeeVee, Inc., headquartered in Littleton, Mass., and founded in 2007, is a leading global developer of digital technology and products for distributing audio-video content from any source or multiple sources to any number of displays. Manufactured in the U.S. and used primarily in commercial and corporate applications, ZeeVee products are employed worldwide by major organizations in education, government, hospitality, retail, sports, entertainment, broadcasting, healthcare, housing, energy and other industries. For more information visit www.zeevee.com